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Europan 13 demands once again for innovative reflections on the issue of
adaptability, identified as the contemporary response for the future of
the city. Against the 20th century superimposed approach, the concepts
of flexibility over permanence, multiplicity over uniqueness represent the
new panorama of the adaptable.
However, to what extents this innovative approach often based on
standardized solutions will be able to represent the optimal response
to our cities without falling in neutralization of the cities specificity?
Our reflection, thus, arises from the necessity for a redefinition of this
approach, in something more than a collection of technological devices,
sustainable glitter and flexible structure to be dislocated indifferently in
whatever city. In order to radicalise the subversing of such an overwhelming
approach and understanding, The false mirror envisages a profound
shift in paradigm.
Enlarging the field of investigation from the traditional technological
approach to a multi-perspective able to include matters such as
morphology, typology and symbology, we propose a new form of
adaptability, which categorically refuses the conventional approach –
from local investigations to global tools – to promote the inverted
process: from global tools to site specific solutions.
LOCALLY ADAPTED RATHER THAN GENERALLY FLEXIBLE IS
THE “NEW” ADAPTABILITY.

ADAPTABILITY FACES
A PROFOUND SHIFT IN PARADIGM

Trondheim is a fertile ground to apply this new vision for the adaptable
project: on the one hand, the necessity of a flexible solution able to
intervene in the built environment and, on the other, the potential given by
the cultural and urban background of the city are the premises for a new
process of urban conversion.
From the question of architectural morphology to urban matters the
means of re-signification of past values turns Trondheim in a progressive
déjà vu, a vision where forms of the past find in the contemporary a
distorted reflection able to conjugate past and future. Toward a new way
to understand adaptability, The false mirror enlarge the spectrum of
what adaptable can mean: the rejection for neutrality becomes the
adapted solution for Trondheim sustainable future. The false mirror
sets up a coherent strategy able to inform a new hybrid between
the persistence of traditional forms and the flexibility of a rapid
transformation process.
This new hybrid is conceived through the re-interpretation of four
different and complementary archetypes steeped in the history of
Trondheim: the traditional waterfront warehouses, the urban opening
process through canalization, the site manufactured sea vessels fleet,
the adoption of land and water infrastructure such as ferries and new
tram lines.
THE HYBRID OF PAST FORMS AND FUTURE NECESSITIES IS
THE “NEW” ADAPTABILITY.
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The “Trondheim fleet”

From land to water

THE PRESUMED ADAPTABILITY OF THE
GENERIC
from the umpteenth global tool

present

vision

The traditional means of canalization restores the original waterfront to Strandveikaia, re-interprets Trondheim’s relationship between land and water and thus becomes a useful
water infrastructural connection between Nyhavna, the urban centre and the nearby districts.

present

vision

The marine context along with the presence of strong relationship with water steeped in the
history of the city are the perfect premises for a smart reuse of Trondheim vessel’s and barge
fleets.

Urban scenario

Urban de-fragmentation

THE RE-DISCOVERY OF THE LOCAL
to the adapted site specific solution
present

vision

Throughout a morphological re-semantization and reorganization in terms of program and
flexibility, The False Mirror defines a new hybrid solution able to present itself as the
perfect response for the new waterfront of Trondheim.

present

vision

A new tram line circuit on the land and an innovative urban ferry line on water,
complementary developed in the different phases of the renovation process, will be able to
open up Nyhavna and turn it into the engine of the future city of Trondheim: a new peripheral
urban centre.

Temporariness

1

Barge S/ Construction vessel

The vessel (8x16m), produced by a local ship industry,
carries out all the excavations and construction activities
as well as the canal maintenance procedures (H20 + basin
cleaning).

2

Barge S/ Lift bridge

The small sized barge (8x16m) is conceived as a temporary
bridge able to overcome the hiatus the canal creates. It
guarantees the pedestrian and cycling traffic depending
on the particular necessity of the community.

3

The small size barge (8x16m) is equipped with a
standardized covered pavillion able to operate as a public
or private stand strongly combined with the canal banks’
program (market, florist shop, newsagent, etc…).

Barge L/ Athletic field

The barge is characterized by a full furnished athletic
circuit and different typologies of sport fields (tennis,
football, volleyball, etc…). It can be placed on the
Nyhavna banks as well as offshore.

4

Barge S/ Green space

The barge consists on a floating public space characterized
by gardens, benches and leisure areas. The small size
vessel (8x16m) can be moved and located along the
program of the canal banks.

5

Conceived to temporarily host the heritage buildings’
program during the various project construction phases,
the medium size barge (16x36 m) is characterized by a
floating building to place on Nyhavna waterfront.

9

Barge L/ Tribune

The tribune can both function independently, thanks to
events such as catwalks and exhibitions, and be combined
to offshore platforms in order to host events such as
music concerts, sport matches etc…

10

Canal/ Terrraced steps

The canal banks are characterized by alternative patterns
of benches, steps and stands. This new land-water synergy
contributes to the creation of an innovative linear space.

11

Canal/ Green slope

The use of slopes in form of gardens, trees and green
fields upgrades the existing promenade with a linear
public space open to programs such as picnic area, relax
area, solarium etc…

12

Greenhouse

Greenhouses, placed among the buildings, can create
winter gardens or host vegetable gardens. In both cases
a direct relationship with the urban citizen and nature is
re-established.

Canal/ Equipped promenade

The canal bank becomes an equipped promenade thanks
to the use of benches, artistic and historical monuments,
open air relax areas as well as temporary events.

Green

15

Barge M/ floating building

6

Similar to the temporary floating building in terms of
location and program, this medium size barge (16x36m) is
characterized by a grid of modular structures opened to
flexible dispositions and events.

13

Courtyard blocks

The typology of courtyard block (5-7 floors) is used to
create urban island in those areas characterized by the
absence of the waterfront proximity.

The “whatever” box

The appearance of the building is guaranteed by the
maintenance of its external façades.. The empty box
becomes an active playground for autonomous structures
ready to host whatever program and activity.

7

Barge L/ Landscape

The large size vessel (24x56m) is designed to host
various artificial and floating landscapes such as summer
beaches, urban parks and open air pools with the relative
equipments.
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Open air pool

The canal bank can be upgraded thanks to the
juxtaposition of pools and water basins able to create
a strong relationship between the citizen and the water.

Demolition

16

Urban Park

The urban park, along with local artists monuments,
exhibitions and artistic performances, solves both the
green space requests and reflects the cultural soul of the
contemporary Nyhavna.

17

Green line

Along with the definition of a linear waterfront in the
form of porticos, the use of gardens, green fields and
trees on slopes contributes to create an interactive linear
green line under buildings.

18

Green court

In order to create a stronger “greenization” of Nyhavna,
neighbourhood’ parks, equipped with playground and
gardens, are located in the block’s courtyards.
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Canal excavation

The excavation of canals is conceived to subvert the
landfills’ addition of the last two centuries. The canal
insertion creates an archipelagos of district and insert the
water infrastructure among them.
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Total demolition

The total demolition is addressed to those buildings
and artifacts characterized by a physical or cultural
obsolescence. All the program previously hosted in them
is moved into the temporary devices.

21

Partial demolition

The partial demolition is addressed to those heritage
buildings whose physical structure is to be partially
restored and combined with a number of new devices and
buildings.

Heritage

23

Warehouse scenography

The re-interpretation of the traditional warehouse
typology along with new solutions of ground floor,
program and skin is used to create a new urban scenario:
the re-invented waterfront of Nyhavna.

24

Living bridge

A new multi-program “bridge shaped” typology is defined
in order to create an hybrid building that suits the new
context of Nyhavna canalization.

25

Climatate controlled pavillon

The use of a covered pavillion, both independently and
in combination with buildings, is defined to solve the
climatic extremeness of the Nordic City.

26

Circular building

27

The Epyphite

28

The parasite

The cylinder shaped building, used as parking building,
creates a typological variation in the project site and cover
almost all the parking lot necessity ( along with the open
air parking placed on the Dora I, II roofs).

Conceived as a programatic and morphological addition
to the existing building, the epiphyte is an autonomous
structure ready to integrate the program of the cultural
buildings with residential and working program.

The parasite is a small structure, adherent to the building’s
façade and structure. It interacts with the building
integrating its program and changing its morphology.

33

34

35

Infrastructure

Heritage

29

Canal/ “Cul de sac”

The canal aims to define water plazas characterized by
a multitude of programs and events such as kayak rental
service, temporary water exhibit and performances, etc…

New
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Barge M/ Modular structures

Water

Temporariness

8

Barge S/ Pavillon

30

The artificial sky

In order to deal with the extremeness of Trondheim’s
climate, a portion of streets and plazas is confined under
a large scale roof.

31

Infilll building

The adoption of a number of infill buildings leads to
the suppression of the urban void between the existing
buildings. These artifacts work together with the
juxtaposed building in terms of morphology and program.

32

Cycling lane

A network of cycle-pedestrian lanes, along with the
relative services and equipments, is provided in order to
promote a sustainable transportation system.

Tram line

The adoption of a urban tram line among the street of
Strandveikaia and Nyhavna leads to an infrastructural
integration of the site towards the near districts and
Trondheim as a whole.

Smart street

The utilization of C02 emissive vehicles is discouraged
thanks to the adoption of a limited number of smart
streets characterized by particular rights of transit, speed
limitation etc…

Ferry pier

A further infrastructural connection is offered by the
introduction of a ferry station able to improve the
regional touristic circuit as well as to introduce a new
urban transportation line.
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New Strandveikaia kindergarden

From abacus to phases

PHASE 1

B
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FASE 1

1 2 3
Program

S

B

The ready made abacus of global tools

Barge S/ Lift bridge

G Urban Park

or the umpteenth result of the generic

K Musikeim centre, rehearsal and
registration studios, guesthouse

R Residential Warehouses Tipology
O Offices

The False Mirror

C Commercial

or the re-semantization of Archetypes

K Barge S/ Pavillon reharsal, music
G Barge S/ Green space
K Barge M/ Modular structures
S Barge L/ Athletic field

Re-inventing Trondheim
or the “global to local” approach

FASE 1
The abacus - along with its characteristics of flexibility and
processuality - represents one of the primary tools in the adaptable
process. On this behalf, our response acts as a trigger in order to
subvert the claim to be a replicable and generic device able to be
indifferently relocated in whatever urban context, in the pursuit of
adaptability.
The abacus we propose challenges this sort of tool of the generic
adaptable approach thanks to an exhaustive and precise reevaluation of the cultural and spatial context of Trondheim. Reflecting
on morphological elements as much as on historical and cultural
values, the abacus is filtered through the false mirror, a sort of
“semantization machine” that provides the inhabitants of Trondheim
a toolkit in which the city can find its flexibility right within the field
of its precious background.

Wintergarden

PHASE 2
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FASE 2
Water
Temporariness
Demolition
Heritage
New
Infrastructure
Green
Program

B

K

I

Cycling lane

G Kindergarden Courtyard
E Special Kindergarden
C Commercial activities
O Offices
R Residential Warehouses Tipology
T Terraced Step
L Barge L/ Landscape

Tools + Interaction = Situations

G Barge S/ Green space
K Barge S/ Pavillon
K Barge M/ Modular structures
+

Tools: Abacus

=

B Barge S/ Lift bridge

Interactions: Abacus and Situations: result
local

Water
Temporariness
Demolition
Heritage
New
Infrastructure
Green

Thanks to a matrix of identified actions – directly taken from the
city’s background – the 35 elements of the abacus start a process
of interactions with the playground that generates a scenario of
situations in which the city, in the end, simply reflects itself.
Rather than a set list of precise, chronologically scheduled and overimposed architectural objects, the strategy here adopted turns the
city into an open stage where a fan of endless, un-located, liquid
situations have place.

FASE 1
Covered promenade

From linear to network: a non chronological
phasing

PHASE 3

I

T

FASE 3

FASE 2

H

G

K

H

S

K

K

G

H

P

I

I

Program
T Tram pavillion
I

Tram

G Urban plaza
H Hospitality Hotel & Meeting rooms
K Exhibition centre, artists and
sculptors ateliers and guesthouse.

Linear Process

H Hospitality Student Dorm rooms

Network Process

K Cultural Library

The combination of tools and actions constitutes the premises for
the definition of a non-chronological strategy. The obsolesce of
the linear time schedules’ forecast is the starting point to conceive
something different from a superimposed collection of logicaltemporal consequence of actions. The response to this domino
effect strategy is a multidirectional phasing that substitutes the
coercive consequentiality of the linear approach with a system of
logically interrelated phasis, planned to perform and be realized in
an indefinite number of space-time moments.
The possibility of realizing only one phase, or a number of phases
simultaneously as well as the whole Nyhavna urban renovation
defines a new form of process able to tolerate the rhythm of
contemporary urban changes.

K Cultural Mediatheque
S Sport centre and fitness club (1
floor), Spa centre, Housing

G Urban Park
P Parking house
H Living Bridge Collective Housing

FASE 1

The trial and “goal” process

Artificial sky, indoor plaza

FASE 3

FASE 2

PHASE 4
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Infrastructure Smart street

I

Infrastructure four lanes road

Water
Temporariness
Demolition
Heritage
New
FASE
4
Infrastructure
Green

Program

O

T Barge S/ Construction vessel
K Barge S/ Pavillon
Premise

Trial

G Barge S/ Green space

Goal

L

This proposal embraces the flexibility and the temporariness in
a new key that re-interpret the passage between temporary and
permanent and re-establish the term permanency in the vocabulary
of the contemporary adaptable approach.
The Trial and error method represents no solution but a weak
and undeceive approach that stress the value of the contingent
solution completely detached from any intelligent approach.
This contradiction in terms is solved thanks to a simple change
of perspective: the trial and goal process. Each tool reads the
temporariness not as a result but rather than a logic step in the
pursuit of a contemporary dimension of permanence.

Climate-controlled Pavilion

H Hospitality Hotel
L

Artificial Sky commercial centre
(bar, restaurants, terrace)

R Residential Warehouses Tipology
G Greenhouse
R Residential Warehouses Tipology
G Greenhouse
R Residential Warehouses Tipology
R Residential Warehouses Tipology
O Offices

The evolutive process
Water
Temporariness
Demolition
Heritage
New
Infrastructure
Green
A. Existing buildings to be demol-

3. Program reinsertion in the fin-

ished or renovated

ished buildings

0
0

PHASE n
B. Program displacement during

4.Program upgrade through Barges

renovation phases

utilization

The will to preserve the present urban metabolism of Strandveikaia
and Nyhavna among the urban environment is the premise of a
strategy able to temporary relocate the program contained in the
heritage building under renovation as well as the one contained in
the buildings under demolition. Our temporary device, defined by an
abacus of multiprogramatic barges represents the perfect solution
for this relocation.
Locally manufactured to integrate the programs contained in the
Strandveikaia’s building, the fleet of barges temporally ensure the
prosecution of all the present activities. What’s more, after the
renovation of the heritage and the construction of the new buildings,
the barges are able to take on a further address and even become
permanent if needed.

Opening up Nyhavna
The renovation of Strandveikaia represents nothing but the first step
toward Nyhavna urban renovation. Choices such as the canalization’s
strategy, the “re-semantization” of typological traditional archetypes
and the adoption of the local fleet of barges and vessels has to be
seen as nothing but a pilot strategy ready to be addressed to the
nearby districts.
On a small scale the urban renewal of Strandveikaia, in fact, is
designed to be a propulsive test ground for the overlooking districts
of Kullkranpiren, Ledehammerkaia. As in a domino effect, the
combination of a local designed abacus and an interactive phased
process ready to react along with the local district specificity
constitute the common ground for an extensive renovation of the
overall harbour area. We refused a chronological time schedule,
substituting it with a process based on the interactivity of situation.
It is precisely an interaction of situations, events, along with their
logical relationship of causes and effects.
Logical rather than chronological is the solution for the new
Adaptability
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Opening up Nyhavna
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